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Outer Space Virtual Museum

Objective Share space exploration with as many interested people as possible

Make space exploration desirable to many

Make space exploration accessible to all

Mission The Outer Space Virtual Museum is a 3D immersive  museum that exists in the

Metaverse.

Learning, Discovery, Exploration & Sharing are our guiding principles.

It’s a museum  where anyone with an internet connection and a device can visit

and experience space exploration immersively.

The museum brings guests in with NASA and other high quality images, photos

and art work. Audio visual materials such as audio, video and 3D objects add to

the immersive experience.

Focus The guiding focus of the Outer Space Virtual Museum is to explore what the

Artemis Mission is and what it will become.

Landing the first woman and the first person of color on the moon this decade is

no small feat.

Questions about this Lite Paper or the Museum?  Please hop into our Discord Server. Invite is @FrontierDAO

twitter profile.  Or contact us on our website FrontierDAO.xyz  Museum Project Lead/ Paige Donner
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NASA is focused on this mission today along with int’l space agency partners.

There are now 15 national Space Agencies who have signed the Artemis

Accords, with Israel the 15th signatory joining Luxembourg, JAXA, Australia,

Canada, UAE and more as of January 2022.

The Artemis Accords are an international agreement among signatory countries

establishing that landing the first woman and the first person of color on the

Moon is a shared Mission for the greater good of humankind.

The Artemis Mission is more than just ‘boots and flags on the moon.’

The Artemis Mission is landing the next lunar crew on the moon’s surface in order to build a

sustainable human habitat on the moon.

The Outer Space Virtual Museum is the hub where we can follow this mission and other space

missions. We, as enthusiasts, as students, as the just curious or the rocket scientist &

astronautical engineer can follow the mission’s progress by images and audio visual materials.

The Space Events Dome, accessed via a portal in the museum’s courtyard, offers a place

where people gather virtually to listen to livestreams, watch presentations & films,  attend

artist gallery exhibits and listen & learn about space exploration, in its myriad facets.

Questions about this Lite Paper or the Museum?  Please hop into our Discord Server. Invite is @FrontierDAO

twitter profile.  Or contact us on our website FrontierDAO.xyz  Museum Project Lead/ Paige Donner
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Business Model

Primarily envisioned as a public good space - the Outer Space Virtual Museum offers a 30-day

free membership, after which the museum member will be billed €8.88 per month for

membership. Dues go towards supporting museum operations, artists, exhibits and events.

Members can submit formal proposals for focused exhibits through the DAO’s Discord server

in our Outer Space Virtual Museum guild. Proposals are voted on by the community for

approval.

The Museum and Space Dome can be rented out - ‘privatized’ - by private entities to host team

meetups, present industry specific conferences, offer livestreams and more. This privatized

usage comes with a fee.

Educators can privatize the space on a reserve basis. Educational endeavors are offered use of

the privatized museum &/or space dome  at a greatly reduced or near fully subsidized rate.

Reservations must be made in advance.

The Museum is open to ALL.

Questions about this Lite Paper or the Museum?  Please hop into our Discord Server. Invite is @FrontierDAO

twitter profile.  Or contact us on our website FrontierDAO.xyz  Museum Project Lead/ Paige Donner


